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Orientation-Specific Computation in Stereoscopic Vision
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The left and right eyes receive subtly different images from a visual scene. Binocular disparities of retinal image locations are correlated
with variation in the depth of objects in the scene and make stereoscopic depth perception possible. Disparity stereoscopically specifies
a stimulus; changing the stimulus in a way that conserves its disparity leaves the stimulus stereoscopically unchanged. Therefore, a
person’s ability to use stereo to see the depth separating any two objects should depend only on the disparities of the objects, which in turn
depend on where the objects are, not what they are. However, I find that the disparity difference between two stimuli by itself predicts
neither stereoacuity nor perceived depth. Human stereo vision is shown here to be most sensitive at detecting the relative depth of two
gratings when they are parallel. Rotating one grating by as little as 10° lowers sensitivity. The rotation can make a perceptible depth
separation invisible, although it changes neither the relative nor absolute disparities of the gratings, only their relative orientations. The
effect of relative orientation is not confined to stimuli that, like gratings, vary along one dimension or to stimuli perceived to have a
dominant orientation. Rather, it is the relative orientation of the one-dimensional components of stimuli, even broadband stimuli, that
matters. This limit on stereoscopic depth perception appears to be intrinsic to the visual system’s computation of disparity; by taking
place within orientation bands, the computation renders the coding of disparity inseparable from the coding of orientation.
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Introduction
Stereo-enabled animals use binocular disparity for depth percep-
tion, but a disparity value does not in itself provide useful infor-
mation about the depth of an object. This is because disparities
change with the vergence angle of the eyes (the angle formed by
the two lines of sight). In fact, humans are poor at detecting even
large changes in disparity resulting from uniform full-field mo-
tion in depth, where the disparity of each stimulus changes by the
same amount (Erkelens and Collewijn, 1985; Regan et al., 1986).
What humans and other stereo-enabled animals are very sensi-
tive to is relative disparity, the difference between the disparities
of two stimuli that yields the perception of relative depth. For
both humans (Westheimer, 1979) and monkeys (Prince et al.,
2000), stereoacuity is approximately an order of magnitude bet-
ter when the target stimulus appears in the presence of a nearby
reference stimulus rather than appearing alone. Relative disparity
is essentially immune to changes in eye position and is believed to
be computed using a very simply algorithm, one that differences
the absolute, or retinotopic, disparities of two stimuli (Westhei-
mer, 1979).

Because absolute disparity is the only variable entering into
this differencing algorithm, sensitivity to relative disparity should
be invariant not only to changes in eye position but also to any
change to the stimuli that conserves their absolute disparity sig-
nals. As Ogle (1962), referring to the contours within objects or at

their borders, has said, “the stimulus for stereoscopic vision is the
disparity between the retinal images of those contours, and it is
not concerned with the similarity or identification per se of the
objects themselves.” Invariance with respect to similarity or iden-
tification is an optimal strategy for computing relative disparity,
for it allows a person to judge the depth separating any pair of
objects, regardless of how the objects compare with respect to
properties other than depth. I tested the invariance of human
stereoacuity for stimuli differing in orientation. In the experi-
ments reported here, observers viewed two stimuli, and each
stimulus was seen with the same orientation by the right and left
eyes. However, the two stimuli might differ in orientation from
each other. The data show that even a small difference in the
orientations of the two stimuli degrades stereoacuity. Relative
orientation also affects perceived relative depth at disparities far
beyond threshold. These effects are not caused by changes in
physical disparity or stimulus visibility that might accompany
changes in orientation. Therefore, whether the depth separating
two objects can be resolved stereoscopically depends on the sim-
ilarity of the objects in orientation and cannot be predicted from
retinal disparities, or differences between retinal disparities,
alone. The dependence of stereoscopic depth perception on rel-
ative orientation appears to be intrinsic to the visual system’s
computation of disparity.

Materials and Methods
Stimuli. Two basic kinds of stimuli were used, grating patches and noise
patches. The center-surround grating stimuli consisted of a two-
dimensional Gabor patch surrounded by a radial Gabor annulus. The
Gaussian envelope of the central patch had horizontal and vertical SDs of
0.53° of visual angle. The windowing of the surround was Gaussian along
the radial direction (i.e., away from the center of the display) with a SD of
0.34° (except for the data for S3 in Fig. 1 B, where the Gaussian profile was
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asymmetrical). Gaussians were truncated at �2�2�. The peaks of the
center and surround Gaussian envelopes were separated by a distance of
2° (but 1.5° for observer S3 and 2.3° for S5) (see Fig. 1 B); increasing the
separation to 3° produced similar data for some observers and raised
thresholds substantially for other observers. (Whether this increase was
attributable to the greater eccentricity of the surround or to the separa-
tion per se has not yet been determined.) At the contrasts used, the center
grating and the surround grating did not visibly overlap at any separa-
tion. Spatial frequencies of the sinusoidal carriers were three cycles/de-
gree (c/d) in most experiments; 1 and 2 c/d patterns were also examined
in several experiments and produced similar threshold data to those
reported here.

Filtered noise patches (see Fig. 2) also appeared in center-surround
arrangement. The noise had the same windowing as the gratings, with
peak contrasts of the center and surround separated by 2°. Independent
noise samples (prefiltered Gaussian luminance distribution, two-pixel
checks) were used for center and surround and for each trial. Filtering
confined the noise spatial frequency content to four octaves (0.5– 8 c/d)
and the orientation content to either �15 or �30° of the mean orienta-
tion, which was either 60 or 120°. Filter gain was constant across the
passband. Center and surround noise had the same orientation band-
width, and stimuli with broad and narrow orientation bandwidths had
the same expected noise rms contrast. Noise disparity was controlled to
subpixel accuracy by manipulating the phase spectrum such that all com-
ponent phase disparities corresponded to the same spatial disparity; this
disparity, that of the center noise carrier as a whole, was horizontal in
direction.

Stimuli were presented on luminance-calibrated monitors driven by a
Macintosh G5 computer via attenuators that provided monochromatic
resolution of �12 bits (Pelli and Zhang, 1991). Michelson contrast of all
gratings was 0.1. Increasing the contrast of the surround by a factor of
two had no significant effect on stereo performance for any of the ob-
servers tested in this way, thereby allaying concern about surround-
inducing changes (which could be relative-orientation contingent) in the
perceived contrast of the center grating. (Direct measures of contrast
sensitivity to the center as a function of surround orientation turned up
only modest effects that were inconsistent across observers, with most
observers showing no effect.) Presentation duration was 150 ms, with
abrupt onsets and offsets for both grating and noise stimuli. Presenting
the gratings in a 500 ms cosine temporal window lowered stereo thresh-
olds slightly but preserved the pattern of results, as did drifting the grat-
ings at 1 Hz for 500 ms, with the horizontal component of motion having
opposite directions in the center and the surround. Stimuli generation
and presentation were controlled by a MatLab (MathWorks, Natick,
MA) program incorporating elements of Psychophysical Toolbox soft-
ware (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997).

Stimuli were centered on two 21 inch monitors, one for each eye,
except in the case of the data for S3 in Figure 1 B, for which the stimuli
were presented on the left and right sides of a single 19 inch monitor.
Monitor refresh rate was 75 Hz. Stimuli were viewed through a front-
silvered mirror stereoscope. The optical distance was 1.26 m (0.93 m for
observer S3; see Fig. 1 B). Observers initiated each trial with a click of the
computer mouse after fixating between aligned nonius lines. The nonius
lines vanished 0.125 s before stimulus onset. No fixation stimulus was
provided apart from the center-surround Gabor patterns, which were
presented on an otherwise blank screen. The contours nearest these pat-
terns were the edges of the monitor screens, which were located �3.8°
vertically and 5.8° horizontally from the outer visible limit of the annulus
(and somewhat less than this for the data of S3; see Fig. 1 B). The back-
ground luminance was 21 cd/m 2, which was also the mean luminance of
the patterns. Observers used a chin rest and viewed the displays with
natural pupils in a moderately lit room.

For threshold measurements, the surrounding grating or noise patch
had zero disparity relative to nonius alignment. The carrier of the central
Gabor patch had a disparity that varied from trial to trial according to an
adaptive staircase method. No difference in threshold was noted if in-
stead it was the carrier of the surrounding patch that varied in disparity;
indeed, at near-threshold disparities it is not possible to tell whether it
was the center or the surround whose disparity varied from trial to trial.

To obtain psychometric functions for perceived depth (see Fig. 6), the
surrounding stimulus was a “plaid” annulus composed of two superim-
posed sinusoidal components. One component had a fixed disparity of
either 1.67 or 2.22 arcmin (a phase angle of 30 or 40°). The other com-
ponent had zero disparity. This gave the plaid carrier a disparity of �45°
(when the component oriented at 135° had positive disparity) or �45°
(when the component oriented at 45° had positive disparity). The dis-
parity of the central grating (oriented at either 45° or 135°) varied over a
large range, taking on both positive and negative values across trials
under the control of a constant-stimulus procedure.

In all cases, the disparity of the Gaussian contrast envelopes was fixed
at zero; the only nonzero disparities were interocular phase shifts of the
grating or noise carrier. The absolute phases of the gratings were inde-
pendently randomized (identically in the left and right eyes) on each trial;
this translates the gratings within their envelopes unpredictably, disrupt-
ing potential local position cues without affecting disparity. Noise sam-
ples were independent both across trials and between the center and the
surround.

Procedure. The observer’s task was to judge the center grating or noise
as being near or far (i.e., closer to the observer or more distant) relative to
the surrounding grating, plaid, or noise. After the observer initiated a
trial with a click of the mouse, a brief “bing” sound introduced the
stimulus presentation; observers signaled their decisions by clicking
“Near” and “Far” buttons that appeared on the screen after termination
of the stimulus. A correct response during threshold measurements was
answered with a rewarding “clink”; no feedback was provided during
perceived-depth measurements, where the correctness of responses is
undefined.

Observers were given no information about which of the two stimuli
had nonzero disparity. This applied to the center and surround stimuli
and to the individual components of plaids. For gratings and noise near
the threshold for depth discrimination and for plaid components at all
disparities, this information is not assessable perceptually.

Before data collection, observers were given sufficient practice to sta-
bilize performance. Data were gathered in runs of 40 – 48 trials for thresh-
old measurements and 60 trials for perceived-depth measurements, each
preceded by six to eight warm-up trials. At least four runs contributed to
each data point. Thresholds were measured using the QUEST algorithm
(Watson and Pelli, 1983), which guided trial-to-trial variation in dispar-
ity toward the disparity value required for the 84% correct discrimina-
tion level (d’ � 1). Psychometric values for perceived depth were fit by
Weibull functions.

Observers. Data were recorded from four observers, except in the grat-
ing threshold measures of Figure 1 B (six observers; data for three shown)
and in the noise threshold (see Fig. 2) and the perceived depth studies
(see Fig. 6), for which two observers participated. Two observers, includ-
ing the author, were highly experienced in psychophysical tasks, and four
observers had exposure only to these and related experiments. The inex-
perienced observers were naive as to the purposes of the experiments. All
of the observers had normal acuity (in some cases with corrective optics)
and normal stereo vision. All observers gave their informed written con-
sent before participating in the experiments; the protocol for the exper-
iments was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of
Syracuse University.

Results
The stimuli in the first experiment were patches of sinusoidal
gratings arranged in a center-surround configuration (Fig. 1A).
Threshold was defined as the disparity that enabled observers to
discriminate, with an accuracy of 84%, between central gratings
that were near (negative disparity) and those that were far (pos-
itive disparity) with respect to the zero-disparity surround.
Threshold disparity of the center grating was expressed as a visual
angle (that is, the subtense of the interocular spatial shift) and a
phase angle (that is, the interocular carrier phase shift). I used
various spatial separations between the center and the surround,
finding little effect of separations below 2.3–3° of visual angle,
provided the gratings did not visibly overlap (which they did not
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do in these experiments). Figure 1B shows the basic result. When
both gratings were oriented vertically, threshold disparity, mea-
sured perpendicular to the grating orientation, averaged just over
1 arcmin for these observers, equivalent to a phase disparity of
�19° or �/9 radians at the grating frequency of 3 c/d. Introducing
a 45° orientation difference between center and surround by
making the surrounding grating oblique raised the average rela-
tive disparity threshold by a factor of 3.5, to 3.7 arcmin, a phase
shift of 66°. Doubling the orientation difference to 90°, by making
both center and surround gratings oblique but with opposite
directions from vertical, added a small additional increment to
threshold.

The literature contains suggestions that stereoscopic vision is
specialized to extract the disparity of vertical or near-vertical con-
tours (Marr and Poggio, 1979; Howard, 1982; DeAngelis et al.,

1991). Also, it is known that near-vertically oriented patterns are
usually more readily detected and discriminated than obliquely
oriented patterns [the “oblique effect” (Taylor, 1963)]. Hence,
the high thresholds for the 90/45° and 45/135° pairs in Figure 1B
might be attributable to the oblique orientation of one or both of
the gratings. Yet when both gratings were given the same oblique
orientation (the 45/45° case in Fig. 1B), disparity thresholds were
as low as when both gratings were vertical. Thus, the visual system
can extract disparity information from these obliquely oriented
stimuli as precisely as it can from vertically oriented stimuli; it is
relative, not absolute, stimulus orientation that determines
whether the relative disparity threshold is high or low.

As Figure 1B makes clear, surrounding gratings that differ in
orientation from the center by 45° or more contribute little or
nothing to threshold for observer S3. Threshold in these cases is
as high as threshold for an isolated grating, with no surround
(Fig. 1B, right). This result is understandable if these thresholds
are measures of the observer’s sensitivity either to the absolute
disparity of the grating or to the relative disparity between the
carrier of the grating patch and its Gaussian-windowed contrast
envelope (Hess and Wilcox, 1994; Schor et al., 1998; Langley et
al., 1999; McKee et al., 2004), the disparity of which was fixed at
zero (or perhaps between the carrier and other, more distant
reference stimuli, such as the edges of the monitor). If the ob-
server was more sensitive to any of these disparities than to the
relative disparity between the two carriers, threshold would de-
pend little on the grating orientation difference. Indeed, thresh-
old should be independent of the presence of the second grating.
And thus it is for different-orientation gratings: for observer S3,
the presence of the surround is essentially irrelevant if it differs in
orientation from the center by �45° or more. Two other observ-
ers (not shown) displayed the same pattern of results, whereas
observers S4 and S5 displayed very high thresholds for an isolated
Gabor patch (immeasurably high for S4) (Fig. 1B). Evidently,
there is considerable variability in observers’ sensitivity to refer-
ence stimuli against which to judge the carrier disparity of this
stimulus.

Thus, relative orientation affects stereoacuity for gratings. But
sinusoidal gratings (one-dimensional, periodic, narrowband) are
atypical visual patterns. In fact, the effect of relative orientation is
not confined to gratings. The effect occurs also for patterns made
of filtered two-dimensional noise (Fig. 2). Gaussian noise was
filtered through a 4-octave (0.5– 8.0 c/d) spatial-frequency pass-
band and either a 60 or 30° orientation passband. Independent
noise samples appeared in center-surround configuration, with
the mean orientation being the same (either 60 or 120°) in center
and surround or different (60° in one, 120° in the other). Stereo-
acuity depended on the mean orientation difference and on the
orientation bandwidth. These effects interacted. Centers and sur-
rounds with broadly filtered noise and a 60° mean orientation
difference had abutting orientation distributions; their stereo
thresholds were moderately higher (1.85 times; range, 1.3–2.4)
than thresholds for centers and surround with the same orienta-
tions (Fig. 2, left). For narrowly filtered noise, the same 60° mean
orientation difference left a 30° gap between the orientation dis-
tributions of center and surround. Here, the threshold elevation
was distinctly larger (2.8 times; range, 2–3.5) (Fig. 2, right).
Viewed differently, narrowing the orientation bandwidth of dif-
ferently oriented patterns elevated threshold more (two times;
range, 1.9 –2) than narrowing the orientation bandwidth of
same-orientation patterns (1.3 times; range, 1.3–1.3). As found
using grating patterns, stereoacuity for two-dimensional, nonpe-

Figure 1. Stereoacuity for center and surround gratings as a function of relative grating
orientation. A, Binocular center-surround Gabor stimuli. Fusing the left and right patterns by
converging or diverging the eyes brings the gratings into stereoscopic view. The absolute dis-
parity of the surrounding grating patch was set nominally to zero in the experiment; that of the
center grating carrier was either positive or negative on any experimental trial. The observer’s
task was to judge the center as near or far with respect to the surround. The spacing between
center and surround contrast envelopes had no major effect on stereoacuity as long as it was
moderate in size and avoided overlapping the visible portions of the carriers; both of these
conditions applied in experiments of this study. Grating contrast is higher here than in experi-
ments. B, Effect of large orientation center-surround differences on stereoacuity for three ob-
servers. Thresholds for discriminating the polarity of the depth difference between center and
surround are shown in spatial (arcmin) and phase (degrees) disparity units. Orientation differ-
ences of 45 or 90° elevated threshold substantially compared with same-orientation conditions.
Stereo thresholds for the no-surround condition were not measurable for observer S3. The
separation between center and surround stimuli differed between observers, with observer S3
viewing the tightly nestled stimuli shown at the top of the graph and observers S4 and S5
viewing stimuli similar to those shown in A. This difference had no obvious effect on stereo-
acuity. Stimulus displays at the top of the graph appear at higher contrast than those used in the
experiment. Contrast thresholds for detecting the center grating as a function of the orientation
of the surround (data not shown) were flat for most observers and correlated poorly with
relative disparity thresholds. Error bars in this and subsequent figures show � 1 SEM of thresh-
old estimates.
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riodic patterns with broad spatial-frequency bandwidth depends
on the relative orientations of the patterns.

Small orientation differences (�30°) provide the most reveal-
ing view of the effect. We see that relative disparity thresholds
increase exponentially with the magnitude of orientation differ-
ence between center and surround gratings (Fig. 3). An orienta-
tion difference of 10° elevated threshold significantly, and an

orientation difference of 15–20° doubled threshold from its min-
imal value. This threshold elevation greatly exceeds what one
would expect from purely geometric considerations. For exam-
ple, a projection model predicts thresholds proportional to the
magnitude of the horizontal disparity of the center grating as
projected onto the perpendicular disparity axis of the surround-
ing grating. Thresholds in this case would increase with the ori-
entation difference, �, only as 1/cos�. This is much smaller than
the observed increase (Fig. 3). The orientation-difference band-
width for relative disparity shown in Figure 3 approximates the
orientation bandwidth for luminance contrast found for cortical
neurons in the monkey (Schiller et al., 1976; De Valois et al.,
1982). Many of these contrast-sensitive neurons are also sensitive
to absolute disparity. Human psychophysical data reveal a similar
orientation channel bandwidth (Campbell and Kulikowski, 1963;
Mostafavi and Sakrison, 1976; Thomas et al., 1982; Phillips and
Wilson, 1984). Thus, the data in Figure 3 suggest that relative
disparity is computed within, rather than between, orientation-
selective channels.

Horizontal versus perpendicular matching directions
I also tested center and annular surround gratings with orienta-
tions that differed symmetrically about the vertical (e.g., center at
80° and surround at 100°). The effect of relative orientation was
indistinguishable from that of Figure 3, where the center had a
fixed vertical orientation. Considerations of the stereo matching
direction make this important. Matching between left- and right-
eye stimulus images is conventionally measured in the horizontal
or epipolar direction. A fixed spatial disparity measured in this
direction corresponds to a larger phase disparity for vertical than
for nonvertical stimuli, with implications that depend on
whether threshold reflects sensitivity to interocular spatial offset
or interocular phase offset. However, the stereo matching direc-
tion for one-dimensional stimuli, such as gratings, may well be
perpendicular to stimulus orientation (Zhu and Qian, 1996; An-
zai et al., 1997; Morgan and Castet, 1997; Farell, 1998, 2003a; van
Ee and Schor, 2000; Patel et al., 2003), although this issue is still
controversial (Cumming, 2002). Stimuli with mirror-imaged
orientations allow us to side-step the issue entirely. We can safely
assume that the visual system estimates the absolute disparity of a
grating with orientation �� from vertical with approximately the
same precision as a grating with orientation �� from vertical (at
least for stimuli centered on the fovea, as is the case here). There-
fore, if the relative-disparity computation was indifferent to rel-
ative orientation, then a pair of gratings with the mirror-image
orientations �� and �� would be computationally equivalent to
a pair with the same orientation, either �� or ��. Because of the
symmetry of the stimuli, this holds whether the visual system
carries out stereo matches in the horizontal or the perpendicular
direction. Yet, center and surround gratings with symmetrical
orientations support the same sensitivity to relative disparity as
grating pairs in which the center had a fixed vertical orientation
(supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material). Hence, whatever the stereo-matching direc-
tion, it does not interact with the effect of relative orientation on
sensitivity to relative disparity observed here.

Orientation effect not tied to spatial arrangement
The center/surround organization used here could have placed
parts of the stimuli into a spatial arrangement that expressly ben-
efits same-orientation depth discrimination. Analogous effects
occur in contrast detection of oriented patterns, as in the well-
known enhancement of sensitivity and figure-ground segrega-

Figure 2. Stereoacuity for filtered noise as a function of mean center-surround orientation
difference and orientation bandwidth. Mean orientation was either 60 or 120°. A 60° difference
in mean orientation raised thresholds compared with a 0° difference, and this effect was larger
for stimuli with narrow (30° range; right side) compared with broad (60° range; left side)
orientation bandwidth. Spatial frequencies were confined to four octaves (0.5– 8.0 c/d at the
126 cm viewing distance). The monocular examples appearing at the top are based on 3-octave
(0.5– 4.0 c/d) stimuli, for clarity at the printed scale.

Figure 3. Stereoacuity for center and surround gratings for two observers: effect of small
orientation differences. Monocular stimuli at the top of the figure show orientation-difference
conditions. Exponential fits (up to saturating values) appear as dotted lines. The dashed curve
showing 1/cos� values gives an expected result for observer S2 if threshold was determined by
the spatial disparity of one grating in the direction perpendicular to the other grating. For
observer S1, this curve would be shifted vertically.
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tion for collinear Gabor patches (Field et al., 1993; Polat and Sagi,
1993). [On the other hand, the apparent contrast of a central
grating is lowered by iso-orientation surrounds (Cannon and
Fullencamp, 1991; Yu et al., 2001) and can increase with cross-
orientation surrounds (Yu et al., 2001), and spike rates of indi-
vidual cortical cells are analogously affected (Sillito et al., 1995;
Marcus and van Essen, 2002).]

In fact, the effect of relative orientation on stereoacuity de-
pends neither on a specific spatial arrangement of the two stimuli,
nor on specific absolute orientations. To show this, I reduced the
annular surround to two soft-edged flankers appearing on oppo-
site sides of the central Gabor patch. Relative to the center, the
flankers appeared above and below, to the left and right, or on
either of two pairs of oblique positions (Fig. 4A). Most observers
found the depth discrimination task difficult with these smaller
reference stimuli. Observers also showed marked differences in
absolute thresholds and considerable idiosyncratic variation
across the four flanking arrangements. Still, increasing the
center-flanker orientation difference from 0 to 20° produced on
average the same factor-of-two drop in stereoacuity as seen with
the full annular surround (Fig. 4B). The “20° difference” data
shown here for observer S1 are average thresholds for 70 and 110°
flankers (the center orientation was 90°); thresholds for 70 and
110° flankers were similar, as was typically the case. However,
interactions between the position and orientation of the flanker
appeared in the data of two of the observers. Figure 4C shows an
example of this by plotting the different-orientation data of ob-
server S4 for a single flanker orientation. The 20° difference be-
tween the 90° center and 110° right oblique flankers raised
threshold 3.9-fold over the 0°-difference threshold for this ob-
server. Yet the same 20° difference between center and left
oblique flankers lowered her thresholds marginally, bringing the
average oblique threshold elevation to 1.9. Other interactions of
this kind also tended to be balanced around a mean threshold
elevation of approximately two. The overall factor-of-two effect
shown here was also observed for center orientations of 70 and
110° as well (again with flankers at a relative orientation of �20,
0, or �20°). Overall, the data show that sensitivity to the disparity
of a central grating depends as much on the relative orientation of
reference gratings that are aligned perpendicularly or obliquely to
the central orientation as it does for collinear reference gratings.
Whatever effect a particular stimulus spatial arrangement has on
stereoacuity, it appears to be independent of the effect of relative
orientation.

Effect of the orientation of components of
two-dimensional patterns
Some natural-image textures resemble gratings in being strongly
oriented. Others have a broad range of orientation components
and lack a perceptually dominant orientation. How do the indi-
vidual components of an orientationally broadband pattern con-
tribute to stereo vision? Let us examine the influence of compo-
nent orientation first on stereoacuity and then, in the next
section, on perceived depth. As shown previously (Farell, 1998;
Farell and Li, 2004; Delicato and Qian, 2005), a plaid formed by
superimposing two static sinusoids allows observers no access to
the disparities of the individual grating components. The gratings
are seen to cohere in depth, forming a plaid localized in a single
depth plane, even when the disparities of the two component
gratings differ greatly. Therefore, neither of the superimposed
components can act as a reference stimulus for judging the depth
of the other. Yet, I found that superimposed gratings, oriented
�� degrees of vertical, act as an effective reference stimulus for

Figure 4. Stereoacuity for four center-flanker grating alignments. A, The flankers were
formed by reducing the annular surround to a pair of wedges on opposite sides of the center
grating. In separate conditions, these flankers were aligned with the center vertically (v), horizontally
(h), or obliquely (lo and ro). Each Gaussian-edged flanker envelope subtended a polar angle of 90°, a
quarter of the full surround. The orientation of the center Gabor was 70, 90, or 110°, and the orienta-
tion of the flanking grating differed from that of the center by 0, �20, or �20° in conditions run
separately. B, C, Threshold as function of center-surround grating orientation difference for the four
stimulus alignments. Compared with a 0° difference, a 20° orientation difference raised threshold by
a factor of 2, on average. For these data, the center orientation was 90°; centers oriented at 70 and
110° produced similar results. Different-orientation thresholds for observer S1 (B) are averages of 70°
and 110° flanker data; for S4 (C) thresholds are for 70° (vertical and horizontal flankers) and for 110°
(oblique flankers), showing an example of interaction between absolute orientation and flanker
position.
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judging the depth of the spatially separate vertical grating (Fig. 5).
The components interacted; the plaid surround improved ob-
servers’ stereoacuity compared with surrounds made up of either
component grating alone. The lowering of threshold (by factors
of 2.4 and 2.2 for the two observers shown, and similarly for the
other two observers) is greater than can be accounted for by

independent noise sources from the two plaid components. Still,
threshold increased with the orientation difference between the
components of the plaid and the grating, as shown on the log-
linear plots of Figure 5B, although overall the increase was less
steep than when gratings formed both center and surround.
Thus, stereoacuity does show an influence of the relative ori-
entation of the central grating and the components of the
surrounding plaid: a spatially two-dimensional pattern carries
an imprint of the orientation of its one-dimensional compo-
nents onto measures of stereo sensitivity.

Perceived depth of two-dimensional patterns
Seeking to generalize further the effect of relative orientation, one
might ask whether the imprint of component orientations ex-
tends to suprathreshold disparities, in the realm of perceived
depth. Again, I used a central grating and a surrounding plaid,
this time giving the surround a nonzero disparity. As noted
above, superimposed sinusoids of different orientations (but
similar spatial frequencies) are seen to cohere in depth, overcom-
ing their disparity difference to form a plaid at a single apparent
depth (Farell, 1998; Farell and Li, 2004; Delicato and Qian, 2005).
This coherence holds even if one grating has zero disparity or if
one has positive disparity and the other negative disparity.
Whether the plaid is seen as near or far relative to an isotropic
reference stimulus depends on the sign of the horizontal compo-
nent of the plaid disparity (Farell, 1998). To determine the per-
ceived depth of a plaid relative to an oriented reference stimulus,
I presented an annular plaid with fixed disparity and probed its
perceived depth using a central Gabor patch with variable dispar-
ity. The plaid was made from superimposed sinusoids oriented at
45 and 135°. The components of the plaid had fixed disparities,
one at zero and the other at 1.67 or 2.22 arcmin (phase angles of
30 or 40°) for different observers. This gave the interocular dis-
parity of the plaid as a whole either a direction of �45° or a
direction of �45°, depending on which of the two components
had nonzero disparity (Fig. 6A); these alternative plaids had dis-
parities that were equal in magnitude and that differed only in the
sign of their vertical components. The central grating, oriented at
either 45 or 135°, had a disparity that was selected randomly on a
trial-by-trial basis from among a wide range of values, both pos-
itive and negative.

The horizontal disparity of the plaids was fixed across condi-
tions; their vertical disparity varied only in sign. Therefore, if the
disparity of a plaid determines its perceived depth, we would
expect the depth of the plaid relative to the central grating to
depend only on the disparity of the grating. However, the per-
ceived relative depth depended on the orientation of the grating
as well as its disparity. In particular, relative depth depended on
whether the grating matched the plaid’s zero-disparity compo-
nent or its nonzero-disparity component in orientation.

Data take the form of psychometric functions that give the
probability of judging the central grating as “far” for each of the
disparity values of the grating (Fig. 6B); the center appeared at
the same depth as the surround when the disparity of the center
gave a “far” probability of 0.5. For the plaid with a disparity
direction of �45°, the component oriented at 45° had a disparity
of 1.67 (observer S1) or 2.22 (observer S2) arcmin. Observers
matched the depth of this plaid with a central 45° grating having
a disparity that was a large fraction of 1.67 or 2.22 arcmin. How-
ever, observers matched the same plaid with a 135° central grating
having a disparity of approximately zero. And zero, recall, is the
disparity of the component of the plaid oriented at 135°. Con-
versely, a 45° central grating with a disparity of approximately

Figure 5. Stereoacuity with one- and two-dimensional patterns as stimuli. A, Center-
surround Gabor stimulus. The surrounding plaid is composed of a pair of superimposed sinusoi-
dal gratings, each with zero disparity, symmetrically oriented about the vertical. B, Stereoacuity
as a function of the difference in orientation between the central grating patch and the sur-
rounding plaid components.
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zero and a 135° central grating with a dis-
parity that was a large fraction of 1.67 or
2.22 arcmin both matched the depth of the
plaid that had a disparity of �45°. Thus,
flipping the disparity direction of the plaid
vertically, from �45 to �45°, changed its
perceived depth relative to the grating;
how the depth changed depended on the
orientation of the grating. On average, the
vertical shift in the disparity direction of
the plaid changed the depth-matching dis-
parity of the central grating by 73.9%
(�6%) of the disparity magnitude of the
plaid. This value corresponds to the pro-
portional magnitude of the horizontal pro-
jection of the disparity of the plaid (cosine
of 45° � 0.707), a relation whose gener-
ality needs to be tested with different
plaid angles. The perceived depth of the
plaid depended on the orientation of
the reference grating over the entire dis-
parity range. In summary, relative to
an oriented reference stimulus, a two-
dimensional pattern is not seen at a
depth corresponding to the disparity of
the pattern as a whole. Instead, its per-
ceived depth is proportional to the
relative disparity of similarly oriented
components in the pattern and the
reference stimulus.

Discussion
Signal differencing is a general sensory
coding strategy for gaining invariance and
sharpening contrast (Hartline and Ratliff,
1957). It is basic to the processing of con-
trast and color as well as depth. In color
vision, for example, each of the three cone
classes is individually color blind. Taking
differences of responses across cone types
yields opponent-color signals that decon-
found wavelength and intensity informa-
tion and allow fine chromatic discrimina-
tions. In a similar way, humans are poor at
judging absolute disparities, which con-
found stimulus depth and ocular vergence.
Differencing absolute disparities yields a relative disparity signal
that eliminates the vergence component and permits fine depth
discrimination.

A relative disparity computed on absolute disparities alone
would also have the advantage of generality. It would be invariant
to stimulus differences along other dimensions, provided only
that variation on these dimensions conserves absolute disparity.
Thus, any stimulus capable of evoking an absolute-disparity re-
sponse should in principle be able to function as a reference
stimulus for judging the relative stereoscopic depth of any other
such stimulus. However, the present experiments show that this
invariance does not hold; stereoscopic reference stimuli are ori-
entation specific. Orientation specificity modulates how sensitive
humans are to relative disparity (Fig. 3) and what relative depth
they perceive (Fig. 6). On the surface, this specificity appears to
cancel the generality that would be gained by simply differencing
absolute disparities and ignoring other stimulus dimensions.

No traditional “fixation point” appeared in the present exper-
iments, and this goes to the gist of the results: relative judgments
depend as much on the reference stimulus (often the fixation
point in vision studies) as on the target stimulus. A broadband,
isotropic fixation point serves as an all-purpose reference stimu-
lus, performing that function for most any target stimulus and
thereby masking the specificity of mechanisms that compare the
target with target-like components of the fixation stimulus. For
stereopsis, these mechanisms are specific to orientation.

Relative orientation and relative disparity appear to be non-
separable dimensions in human vision. This is a not a general
property of either orientation or disparity in combination with
other dimensions but instead is specific to the combination of
orientation and disparity. For example, humans discriminate
spatial-frequency differences equally well whether the stimuli are
parallel or orthogonally oriented (Burbeck and Regan, 1983;
Bradley and Scottun, 1984; Olzak and Thomas, 1991), and hu-

Figure 6. Perceived depth as a function of relative orientation. A, Annular plaid stimulus. Gratings oriented at 45 and 135°
made up the plaid. When the 45° grating had positive disparity and the 135° grating had zero disparity, the plaid as a whole had
a disparity direction of �45°. When the 135° grating had positive disparity and the 45° grating had zero disparity, the plaid as a
whole has a disparity direction of �45°. The two plaids differ only in the sign of their vertical disparity component and are
perceptually indistinguishable relative to an isotropic reference stimulus. Reference stimuli in this experiment were gratings
oriented at 45° (left) or 135° (right). B, Perceived depth of a plaid surround relative to a central grating patch, for two observers.
The plaid had a constant horizontal and vertical disparity magnitude; the sign of the vertical disparity could be positive or
negative. For observer S1, the 3 c/d components of the plaids had disparities of 0 and 1.67 arcmin (a 30° interocular phase shift);
for observer S2, the values were 0 and 2.2 arcmin (40°). The perceived depth of the plaid varied with its disparity direction and with
the orientation of the central grating. Yet, for each observer, the horizontal disparity of the plaid was identical throughout the
experiment.
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man sensitivity to relative disparity as a function of spatial-
frequency differences is distinct from that of orientation differ-
ences reported here (Farell, 2003b).

Correlated noise?
The data also speak to an alternative interpretation of this orien-
tation specificity. Instead of resulting from a within-orientation-
channel computation of relative disparity, the effect of relative
orientation might result from correlated disparity noise. Unless
the stimulus is intrinsically noisy or corrupted by adding noise to
it, it is the observer’s internal noise that limits threshold (Fechner,
1860/1966; Barlow, 1977). If internal noise is correlated across
disparity-sensitive mechanisms tuned to similar orientations,
then differencing the output of these mechanisms will subtract
off a portion of the noise, resulting in a comparatively high signal-
to-noise ratio. Conversely, differencing would add the uncorre-
lated disparity noise of channels tuned to very different orienta-
tions, resulting in a lower signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, threshold
disparity for stimuli with similar orientations would be lower,
even if the relative disparity computation was indifferent to rela-
tive stimulus orientation. However, relative orientation has a
powerful effect not only when the disparity difference is near
threshold and noise-dominated but also when it is large, and this
argues against the correlated noise hypothesis. Perceived depth
varies with disparity at values well beyond the disparity threshold,
and even at these large disparities perceived depth depends cru-
cially on the relative orientation of stimulus components, as seen
in the psychometric functions of Figure 6B. The effect of relative
orientation is to shift these perceived-depth functions over their
entire disparity range. A multiplicative noise, kept proportional
to the magnitude of the disparity signal, could maintain the
signal-to-noise ratio as disparity varies, but then the change in
perceived depth with changing disparity would be unexplained.
Perceived depth escapes the noise and increases with disparity
magnitude but still shows the effect of relative orientation.

Joint coding of disparity and orientation
The results reported here support a nonseparable coding of dis-
parity and orientation. Its source can be found in the link between
the stereo-matching direction and stimulus orientation. Match-
ing stimulus images between the left and right eyes in a direction
perpendicular to the stimulus orientation encodes disparity as a
two-dimensional vector (Anzai et al., 1997; Farell, 1998, 2003a;
Mikaelian and Qian, 2000; van Ee and Schor, 2000; Matthews et
al., 2003; Patel et al., 2003). In this case, a magnitude-differencing
algorithm will yield accurate relative disparities only to the extent
that stimulus orientations are the same (or symmetrical about the
horizontal axis). (Spatial-frequency similarity is necessary, too, if
disparity is coded in terms of phase.) This vector code would be
advantageous for such purposes as integrating disparity with
frontoparallel motion signals, which are intrinsically two-dimen-
sional; there is evidence of such integration occurring in cortical
area MT (Fernandez et al., 2002; Pack et al., 2003). However,
unless disparity magnitudes are normalized with respect to the
horizontal direction before the calculation of relative disparity,
stereoscopic depth will vary with relative orientation.

Normalization solves the problem that a vertical stimulus, for
example, needs a larger phase disparity than an oblique stimulus
of the same spatial-frequency content to signal a disparity of a
particular horizontal spatial extent. The data presented here
point to the absence of normalization. How, then, do humans
perceive the relative depth of stimuli with very different orienta-
tions? Perhaps we are unable do so in the absence of intermediate

orientations in the scene to serve as common reference stimuli.
Alternatively, second-order stimulus features (Hess and Wilcox,
1994; Schor et al., 1998; Langley et al., 1999; McKee et al., 2004)
might play this role in naturalistic scenes. Another possibility is that
normalization does occur, but only among the spatially overlapping
components of a single object, such as the components of the plaids
used here. This could account for the reduced size of the relative-
orientation effect on threshold disparity between a plaid and a grat-
ing (Fig. 5). But the effect persists even there, suggesting that the
normalization is either imperfect or requires more than just two
components to overcome the effect of orientation difference.

The inseparable coding of disparity and orientation in relative
depth judgments has counterparts in the inseparability of spatial and
temporal frequency in motion energy computations (Adelson and
Bergen, 1985; Reid et al., 1991; Basole et al., 2003; Mante and Caran-
dini, 2005) and the conjoint coding of motion and disparity that may
underlie phenomena such as the Pulfrich effect (Qian and Andersen,
1997; Morgan and Fahle, 2000; Anzai et al., 2001), although this
effect can be explained by other means (Read and Cumming,
2005a,b). In the studies reported here, disparity and orientation in-
teract between stimuli rather than within a single stimulus, under-
scoring the generality and importance of nonseparable coding in
vision, and showing the existence of a pathway supporting relational
judgments between stimuli in which the linked dimensions are not
orthogonalized at any preperceptual stage.

The orientation specificity of relative disparity places an in-
trinsic limit on stereo processing. It can limit stereo resolution
without changing disparities: an oriented zero-disparity stimulus
retains its disparity after a rotation in the X-Y plane, regardless of
how one measures disparity. However, it does not retain its utility
as a stereo reference for a second oriented stimulus. Of particular
importance will be to determine how the effect of relative orien-
tation plays out in scenes of three or more stimuli. In a scene
containing two stimuli, the relative orientation of stimuli judged
with respect to their relative depth is unambiguous. In scenes of
three or more stimuli, neither relative orientation nor relative
disparity needs to be calculated on stimulus pairs. The calculation
might be more global. For example, observers might compute the
relative disparity of each stimulus using the mean orientation and
disparity of the ensemble as a common nonlocal reference value.
Thus, in multiobject scenes, the distribution of texture orienta-
tions across object surfaces, and the spatial distribution of sur-
faces in the scene, could affect observer’s perception of the rela-
tive depth of a particular pair of surfaces. In a simple test of this,
I measured thresholds for detecting depth differences among six
Gabor patches forming a circular array. The orientation differ-
ence between adjacent patches mattered (observers were more
sensitive to relative depth when neighboring orientations were
similar) even when the orientation distribution was fixed and
only the spatial ordering of the orientations varied (supplemental
Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
This argues for a relative-disparity computation that is local in
space as well as in orientation.
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